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On April 24, 1935, a short obituary entitled “Yosano xiansheng jinian” 与謝野先生紀念
(“In Memory of Mr. Yosano”) appeared in the popular Tianjin 天津 newspaper Yishibao 益世報
(1915-1937). Its author was Zhou Zuoren 周作人 (1885-1967), writer, poet, translator, critic, and
one of the most influential modern Chinese intellectuals of the first part of the twentieth century. In
fluid prose, Zhou expressed his grief over the death of Yosano Tekkan 与謝野鉄幹 (1875-1935),
one of Japan’s most influential poets of the Meiji (1868-1912) and Taishō (1912-1926) eras, who
had passed away the previous month. Zhou recounts how he “and all the Chinese students who
had studied in Tokyo around the fortieth year of the Meiji reign (1907) cherished a fond memory
of the literature of the Meiji era,” and in particular its literary giants such as Yosano Tekkan,
Ueda Bin 上田敏 (1874-1916), and Takahama Kyoshi 高浜虚子(1874-1959).1 Zhou conveys

how fortunate he and his fellow students had considered themselves to encounter the poetry,
essays and novels of these writers during their studies in Japan. Japan had become the preferred
study-abroad destination for Chinese students in the first two decades of the twentieth century,
and Zhou Zuoren, like his elder brother Lu Xun (魯迅 1881-1936) and many other influential
intellectuals, spent several formative years in Japan. While most Chinese students in those years
sought to learn practical skills in Japan, Lu Xun and Zhou Zuoren became increasingly drawn to
literature – European literature at first, which was studied and emulated in Japan at the time, but
especially Zhou became more and more fascinated with every aspect of Japanese culture.2 Zhou’s

fascination with Japanese culture lasted a lifetime, and fostering understanding between the two
neighbouring countries became an important concern of his.3 Hence, Zhou’s appreciation for

1

Reprinted in Zhou Zuoren, Zhou Zuoren wenleibia: Riben guankui 周作人文類編：日本管窺 [Zhou Zuoren’s
Categorized Writings; Glances at Japan], Vol. 7, hereafter ZZRWLB, ed. Zhong Shuhe 鍾叔河 (Changsha 長
沙: Hunan wenyi chubanshe 湖南文藝出版社, 1998), 122-124. Zhou further mentions Natsume Sōseki 夏目
漱石 (1867-1916), Tsubouchi Shōyō 坪內逍遙 (1859-1935), Shimamura Hōgetsu 島村抱月 (1871-1918), Mori
Ōgai 森鷗外 (1862-1922), Kafū Nagai 永井荷風 (1879-1959), and the literary journals these writers edited or
were involved in, such as Myōjō 明星 (1900-1908), Subaru スバル (Pleiades 壽波留) (1909-1913), or Mita
Bungaku 三田文學 (1910- ). Since my discussion in this article is limited to poetry, I will focus only on those
Japanese writers who have had a strong impact on modern Japanese poetry.

2

Lu Xun studied medicine at Sendai University before dedicating himself to literature. Zhou had originally
intended to study architecture, but in 1908 began auditing classes in classical Greek and other humanities
at Rikkyō University 立教大學 while immersing himself in the study of Japanese language, history and
literature. In 1909, he married the Japanese Habuto Nobuko 羽太信子 (1887-1962), who accompanied him
when he returned to China in 1911. See Lu Yan, Re-Understanding Japan: Chinese Perspectives, 1895-1945
(Honolulu: Hawai’i University Press, 2004), 51-59.

3

Zhou’s fascination and association with Japan was to have lasting consequences. When the Sino-Japanese war
escalated, Zhou decided to remain in Beijing and eventually became a member in Wang Jingwei’s pro-Japanese
government. Tried and imprisoned for treason in 1945 under the Kuomintang 國民黨, he was pardoned by
the Communist Party 共產黨 in 1949. His alleged collaboration with the Japanese, however, has clouded his
literary legacy in both China and Taiwan.
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Yosano Tekkan did not rest on the latter’s role as an innovator in modern Japanese poetry alone,
but also extended to Yosano’s scholarly writings on classical Japanese language and literature in
which Yosano again and again had emphasized the cultural proximity between China and Japan
and the need for dialogue between the two nations. As Zhou put it in his obituary, the passing of
a literary giant like Yosano Tekkan not only marked the end of an era in Japanese letters, but also
constituted the loss of an important link in Sino-Japanese cross-cultural relations.
The two topics central to Zhou’s obituary – his appreciation for modern Japanese literature
from the Meiji and Taishō eras as well as the benefits derived from cultural exchange between
China and Japan – are also central to this essay. Zhou spent the years 1906 to 1911 in Japan, and
remained intellectually involved with various aspects of Japanese culture throughout his entire
career. Zhou’s interest in Japanese culture is well documented. First sketched out by Cheng Chingmao 鄭清茂 (1904- ), the influence of Japanese literary and philosophical trends on Zhou Zuoren
and other early twentieth century Chinese intellectuals has been discussed in English by Lu Yan,
as well as by numerous studies in Chinese and Japanese.4 In my study, I focus on Zhou Zuoren’s
role as a translator and critic of modern Japanese poetry, and on his own attempts at writing
poetry in Japanese. These aspects of Zhou’s interest in Japan have so far received little attention
in English language scholarship, although they forcefully comment on the development of certain
aspects central to Chinese modernity, namely vernacularization, the making of a new Chinese
poetic voice, and translation. Through my analysis of Zhou’s interest in the modern Japanese
poetry movement, I will demonstrate the weight of modern Japanese poetry on Zhou Zuoren’s
creative imagination and, by proxy of Zhou’s writings, on modern Chinese literary culture in the
first decades of the twentieth century. I will show that in particular his theories concerning the
advocacy of the new vernacular and of a new poetic language were profoundly influenced by his
encounter with modern Japanese verse.
This essay is roughly divided into two parts. In the first part, I discuss Zhou Zuoren’s
involvement in the Japanese utopian New Village Movement and his interest in Japanese free verse
of the poets of the Shirakaba 白樺 (White Birch) group and other socially engaged writers. In the
second part, I will focus on his promotion of Japanese short lyrics, haiku and tanka in particular.
I will argue that Zhou’s interest in and advocacy of modern Japanese poetry is closely linked to
the act of translation, especially translation into the new Chinese vernacular. Translation of free
verse, I will argue, imbued Zhou with a sense of empowerment. His dual function as a translator
from Japanese into Chinese and as a Chinese intellectual writing his own free verse poetry in
Japanese will allow me to comment on the importance of linguistic migration to the emergence
of a Chinese avant-garde movement, a phenomenon that has been observed in early twentieth-

4

See Cheng Ching-mao, “The Impact of Japanese Literary Trends on Modern Chinese Writers,” in Modern
Chinese Literature in the May Fourth Era, ed. Merle Goldman (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1977),
63-68; Qian Liqun 錢理群, Zhou Zuoren zhuan 周作人傳 [Biography of Zhou Zuoren] (Beijing 北京:
Shiyue wenyi chubanshe 十月文藝出版社 [October Arts & Literature Publishing House], 1990); Lu Yan, ReUnderstanding Japan: Chinese Perspective, 1895-1945 (Honolulu: Hawai’i University Press, 2004).
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century Europe where transnational intellectuals benefitted from their exposure to languages
other than their mother tongues in their attempts at creating new forms of artistic expression.
Translation of Japanese short verse, on the other hand, made Zhou acutely aware of a new sense
of naturalness in language that he believed the Japanese original and his translations into the
vernacular to be imbued with. I will discuss why Zhou was attracted to and actively promoted
Japanese short verse, and what precisely he found modern about it, and worthy of emulation. By
reading Zhou against Western modernist poets and translators who themselves were inspired by
East Asian verse forms, Ezra Pound (1885-1972) in particular, I will argue that Zhou’s writings
on modern Japanese short verse pose a challenge to a perceived Western role in legitimizing
East Asian forms as conducive to modernism. In my final analysis, I comment on the question of
what form and shape Zhou might have imagined modern Chinese poetry to take if Japan’s poetic
response to modernity was – at least in part – to be taken as a model.
By the time Zhou wrote his obituary of Yosano Tekkan in 1935, ten years had passed since
Zhou had written his important essay on Sino-Japanese cultural and political relations, past and
present, entitled “Japan and China” (“Riben yu Zhongguo” 日本與中國). While Zhou in “Japan
and China” does not fail to harshly criticize recent Japanese acts of imperialism, such as the
colonization of the Liaoning peninsular 遼寧半島 and the establishment of the Chinese-language
paper Shuntian shibao 順天時報 (1905-1930) as a mouthpiece for Japanese propaganda, he
nevertheless repeatedly stresses the benefits both countries derive – and have derived in the past
– from cultural exchange based on mutual respect and open-mindedness. Especially in terms of
literature, Zhou argues, there is much to be gained for contemporary China, because “the history
of the development of new literature in Japan […] has its Chinese analogy.” (所以日本的新文
學發達的歷史也和中國彷彿).5 Zhou then elaborates on the similarities of the new literature

movements in Japan and China by pointing to examples from the Meiji period: The beginnings of
a vernacular literature, the appearance of influential Western works in translation, the formation
of a new poetry, the existence of various competing literary schools, and the coexistence of
popular fiction and serious novel are all phenomena, Zhou argues, that are likewise visible in
China. Yet China in the year of writing (1925), Zhou believes, has only “just arrived at the stage
reached in Japan around the thirtieth year of Meiji, 1897, although some would have us believe
that the new literature of the Chinese Republic has reached its Golden Age.” (中國新文學 [……]
在近二十五年所走的路 [……] 到了現今剛才走到明治三十年 [1897] 左右的樣子，雖然
我們自己以為中華民國的新文學已經是到了黃金時代了).6 Zhou Zuoren here gives voice
to his disenchantment over the direction of China’s new literature in the years following the May
Fourth Movement. While Zhou’s famous essay “A Literature of Man” (“Ren de wenxue” 人的文
學) from 1918 had made him a vanguard for the New Culture Movement 新文化運動, a broad
iconoclastic cultural movement that propagated democracy, science and modernization, he soon
5

Zhou Zouren, “Riben yu Zhongguo” 日本與中國 [“Japan and China”], trans. Richard Rigby, Renditions 26
(1986): 92. For the original Chinese text, see ZZRWLB, 14.

6

Zhou Zouren, “Riben yu Zhongguo,” Renditions, 92. For the original Chinese text, see ZZRWLB, 14-15.
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began to feel dissatisfied with the utilitarian role assigned to the new literature in the name of
nation building, especially by more radical intellectuals such as Hu Shi 胡適 and Chen Duxiu 陳
獨秀.7 And while Zhou stresses in “Japan and China” that he does not wish for the Chinese New

Literature to deliberately follow the Japanese pattern, he states that “were we to take a general
overview of the literary developments in Japan, we should be able to understand many of our own
problems.” (我們如能把日本過去四十年的文學變遷的大略翻閱一遍，於我們瞭解許多
問題上定有許多好處).8
What problems was Zhou referring to at the time of writing? And what exactly did Zhou
find worthy of emulation or study in modern Japanese literature? As Zhou himself acknowledges
in his obituary to Yosano Tekkan, his interest in Japanese literature dates back to his student days
in Japan during the last years of the Meiji period. Not unlike in China during the New Culture
Movement, poetry only played a secondary role during Japan’s modernization. For most Japanese
critics, Donald Keene notes, literature in the twentieth century has meant, above all, the novel.9
Nevertheless, three distinct genres of poetry through which modern poets expressed themselves
were widely in use: The short haiku 俳句 with its 17 syllables, the tanka 短歌 (or waka 和歌)
with its 31 syllables, and the shintaishi 新体詩, modern, free verse poetry that broke with any
traditional meter and that was heavily influenced by translations of Western poetry.
The haiku and tanka – both of which are traditional Japanese poetic forms with strictly
regulated verse – had seen a considerable revival since the beginning of the Meiji reformation.
Despite its popularity, especially among lay poets, the haiku had at first been seen as particularly
unsuited to express the needs and desires of the modern era. It was only after the haiku reformer
Masaoka Shiki 正岡子規 (1867-1902) published a manifesto in 1886 that the modern haiku
slowly started to take a more prominent place among the new literature. In his manifesto,
Masaoka called for writers to free themselves of the influence of the haiku masters of the past,
and to appeal instead to emotions, to use fresh motives, a concise style, and modern vocabulary.10
Takahama Kyoshi, one of Masaoka Shiki’s disciples and among the literary figures mentioned by
Zhou in the obituary quoted above, became the leading representative of the revived haiku. The
tanka experienced a similar transformation, especially through the creative initiative of Ochiai
Naobumi 落合直文 (1861-1903). While his orthodox training in classical Japanese prevented him
from breaking completely with tradition, his contribution lay, Donald Keene notes, in encouraging
7

First signs of his departure from the ideals embodied by the New Culture Movement were apparent in his essay
“Ziji de yuandi” 自己的園地 (“In My Own Garden”) from 1922, which concerns itself with individualism and
the self, and which Susan Daruvala marks as the beginning of Zhou’s post-May Fourth career as an essayist,
see Susan Daruvala, Zhou Zuoren and an Alternative Chinese Response to Modernity (Cambridge: Harvard
University, 2000), 55.

8

Zhou Zouren, “Riben yu Zhongguo,” Renditions, 92. For the original Chinese text, see ZZRWLB, 14.

9

Donald Keene, Dawn to the West: Japanese Literature in the Modern Era Poetry, Drama, Criticism (New
York: Henry Holt and Company, 1984), 193.

10

Makoto Ueda, ed. Modern Japanese Haiku: An Anthology (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1976), 5-9.
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a younger, more iconoclastic generation of tanka poets, among them the young Yosano Tekkan.
Yosano Tekkan in 1899 established his own poetry society, the Shinshi sha 新詩社 (New Poetry
Society), which propagated a departure from poetic precedence and attempted to place the tanka
in the realms of national modernization.
As with literary societies in China, membership in one group did not inhibit activity in
another, and Yosano Tekkan’s own Shinshi sha assembled poets dedicated both to modern tanka
and to shintaishi, such as his future wife Yosano Akiko 与謝野晶子 (1878-1942), Kitahara
Hakushū 北原白秋 (1885-1942), or Ishikawa Takuboku 石川啄木 (1886-1912). Another
important member of the Shinshi sha whom Zhou makes reference to in his obituary to Yosano
Tekkan was Ueda Bin. While also publishing original works of poetry and prose, Ueda had
an immense impact on the development of modern Japanese poetry through his translations of
English, German and French poetry, many of which were published in the Shinshi sha’s journal
Myōjō 明星 (Bright Star). That Zhou could refer to these Japanese literary figures in his obituary
to Yosano Tekkan without any explanatory notes seems to indicate that he expected his readers to
be familiar with some of these names. All of them had featured repeatedly in Zhou’s writings on
Japanese culture of the 1910s and 1920s, and all of them had some of their works translated into
Chinese, in most cases by Zhou Zuoren himself.11

Zhou began to write on Japanese poetry even before joining the humanities faculty at
National Peking University 北京大學 (Beida) in 1917, where Zhou had been urged to take up a
teaching post by Cai Yuanpei 蔡元培, the institution’s bold and innovative president. His first
essay on Japanese verse had appeared in July 1916 in Ruoshe congkan 若社叢刊 and was entitled
“The Japanese Haiku” (“Riben zhi paiju” 日本之俳句). In this short piece, Zhou attributes the
haiku an inherent beauty due to the implicit connotations hidden in its short verse, which he
compares to classical Chinese short poems. He also quotes the writer Yakumo Koizumi, better
known as Lafcadio Hearn 小泉八雲 (1850-1904),12 who compared the short poems to paintings
or sketches, and concludes by referring to the great haiku masters of the past, Bashō 松尾芭蕉
(1644-1694) and Buson 与謝蕪村 (1716-1784), while apologizing for his inability to translate
their haiku adequately.13
Two details stand about this short essay. Zhou does not yet mention the modern haiku
11

While readers of Zhou’s obituary and his essays on Japanese poetry of the 1920s might have gotten the
impression that the Japanese poetry scene of those years was rather uniform and had unanimously embraced
poetic reform, it needs to be pointed out that reform of language and form had been far from a monolithic
undertaking and instead had resulted in intellectual “trench-wars” not unlike those seen in China of the May
Fourth era. While Zhou had a preference for certain poets and literary group (see below), he nevertheless
succeeded in presenting a fairly comprehensive overview of Japan’s modern poetry scene, in part because he
frequently used anthologies of modern poetry to guide his choice of original works for his translations.

12

The Greek-Irish-American journalist Hearn lived in Japan during the last two decades of the Meiji reign and
wrote extensively on Japanese literature, art and social customs.

13

ZZRWLB, 231-232.
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that were being penned down and hotly discussed in Japan at that time, and his essay was still
written in literary Chinese. Only after joining Chen Duxiu and Hu Shi as a faculty member at
Beida did Zhou resolve to write in and translate into baihua 白話, the new Chinese vernacular
that was promoted by the advocates of the New Culture Movement. Although ideas of radical
language reform had been formulated as early as 1906 by returned students from Japan, it was
only under the auspices of Chen Duxiu and Hu Shi that vernacularization in the service of a
literary revolution began to be institutionalized. Hu Shi’s famous “Tentative Proposals for the
Reform of Chinese Literature” (“Wenxue gailiang chuyi” 文學改良芻議) appeared in the
progressive journal Xin qingnian 新青年 (New Youth) in January 1917, to be followed the next
month by Chen Duxiu’s “On the Theory of Literary Revolution” (“Wenxue geming lun” 文學
革命論).14 While Zhou’s radicalism and enthusiasm for reform in those early years of the New
Culture Movement cannot be doubted, Susan Daruvala writes in her seminal study on Zhou
Zuoren, Zhou fundamentally disagreed with Hu Shi and Chen Duxiu over the question of literary
revolution in that Zhou was not so much preoccupied with the intrinsic inferiority of Chinese
culture and character as he was concerned with bringing ideas from abroad to Chinese society.15

Appropriately, his first contribution to New Youth written in the vernacular that appeared in
February 1918 was a translation. Entitled “A Modern Translation of an Ancient Poem” (“Gushi
jinyi” 古詩今譯), it consisted of a translation of the Tenth Idyll of Theocritus, along with an
essay in which he introduces classical Greek poetry and justifies baihua as the only suitable mode
of translation for such poems.16
Zhou Zuoren in these early years of the New Culture Movement not only played a
pivotal role as a prose writer using baihua, but also as an innovator of Chinese poetry in the new
vernacular. While Hu Shi had theorized about a new poetic language and form in his essay “On
New Poetry” (“Tan xinshi” 談新詩) from 1919, it was Zhou Zuoren’s poem “Rivulet” (“Xiaohe”
小河), published in New Youth in February 1919, that was widely hailed as the first outstanding
work of new poetry written in baihua.17 “Rivulet” is an allegorical free-verse prose poem in
14

In his iconoclastic article, Chen praises revolution as the foundation of Europe’s brilliance and calls on the
Revolutionary Army of Literature to overthrow the old, classical literature in favor of a plain, expressive
literature of the people and to create a sincere literature of realism, see Daruvala, Zhou Zuoren and an
Alternative Chinese Response to Modernity, 43-45.

15

Ibid, 47.

16

Zhou Zuoren, “Gushi jinyi” 古詩今譯 [“A Modern Translation of an Ancient Poem”], Xin qingnian 新青年

17

See Michel Hockx, A Snowy Morning: Eight Chinese Poets on the Road to Modernity (Leiden: CNWS

[New Youth] 4.2 (1918): 124.
Publications, 1994), 47. In “On New Poetry,” Hu Shi expressed his belief that poetic form could determine
poetic content and thus advocated the “great liberation of poetic form” (shiti da jiefang 詩體大解放) to allow
poets to liberate themselves of classical diction and clichés and express freely their thoughts and feelings in
baihua and free verse, see Ibid, 8. It is interesting to note that Chen Duxiu’s and Hu Shi’s calls for a plain,
expressive style mirror the stylistic demands of the early Japanese haiku and tanka reformers. Where they
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which a personified rice stalk and a mulberry tree discuss their affection for and fear of a rivulet
dammed by a farmer. While Zhou in the preface acknowledges Charles Baudelaire’s (1821-1867)
prose poems and European folk songs as poetic influences, the poem also needs to be read in
the context of Zhou’s interest in the Japanese literary and cultural scene of the time. Shortly
before writing “Rivulet,” Zhou had become interested in the Japanese Shirakaba group. Formed
in Tokyo in 1910, the group took Tolstoyan humanitarianism, European humanism, Christian
universal love, and utopian thinking as its four basic components. Zhou published several
articles between 1918 and 1919 that introduced the literary activities of some of the Shirabaka
members, especially those of Mushanokōji Saneatsu 武者小路実篤 (1885-1976). In 1918, he
delivered a lecture entitled “The development of the Japanese Novel Over the Past Thirty Years”
(“Riben jin sanshinian xiaoshuo zhi fada” 日本近三十年之發達) at Beida, in which he paid
particular tribute to the idealism and humanitarianism of the Shirakaba group.18 As Zhou grew

more fascinated with the Shirakaba group’s activities, he decided to visit their New Village 新
しき村 (Atarashiki mura), a small utopian project based on the anarcho-communist principles
formulated by the Russian Anarchist Peter Kropotkin (1842-1921). Established as a cooperative
and self-sufficient community in November 1918 in Kyūshū 九州, the Japanese New Village
exerted such inspiration on Zhou Zuoren that he later promoted a similar project near Beijing.
Even throughout the turbulent days of the May Fourth Movement 五四運動 that erupted in 1919,
Zhou continued his involvement with the Shirakaba group. In 1919, he published a Japanese
translation of “Northern Wind” (Beifeng 北風), one of his early vernacular poems in which a
cold northern wind is greeted hopefully as the harbinger of a better spring, in the movement’s
journal New Village (Atarashiki mura 新しき村), and a Japanese translation of “Rivulet” early
the following year.
Zhou’s contributions to New Village were well received by the Shirakaba members,
Mushanokōji especially, and the influence was clearly mutual. Zhou’s talking rice stalks and
personified mulberry tree in “Rivulet,” for example, find their counterpart in his talking sun
and moon in Mushanokôji’s poem “Sun and Moon” (“Taiyō to tsuki” 太陽と月). But Zhou did
not only contribute translations of poems he had previously published in New Youth, he also
contributed original works conceived in Japanese to the movement’s journals. His poem “Prayer
to the Children” (“Kodomo e no inori” 子供への祈り) written in August 1921 was published in
the magazine Expanding Galaxy (Seichō suru hoshi no mure 生長する星の群れ), which was
edited by another founding member of the Shirakaba group, Arishima Takeo 有島武郎 (1878-

differ fundamentally is the question of form. While modern haiku by Takahama Kyoshi or tanka by Yosano
Tekkan might still abide by a traditional meter, Hu Shi believed that successful baihua poems needed to follow
free verse. While Hu had much praise for Zhou’s “Rivulet,” his primary aesthetic concern with regard to
China’s new poetry was formalistic. Chen Shuyu, “Two Peaks Stood Side by Side, and Two Rivers Flowed in
Separate Directions: Hu Shi and Zhou Zuoren,” Chinese Studies in History 38.1 (2004): 10-13.
18

ZZRWLB, 233-247.
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1923).19 Considering the extremely hopeful and humanistic tone of the poem, it is quite ironic
that the poem was reprinted in a Japanese festschrift to commemorate Zhou Zuoren’s sixtieth
birthday, amidst the last days of the Pacific War (Hō 1945, 115).20 Following its initial publication
in Expanding Galaxy, Zhou later also translated it into Chinese and included it in his collection of
poems Life Passing By (Guoqu de shengming 過去的生命, 1930). My translation here, however,
is based on the original Japanese, which differs slightly from its Chinese translation.
Prayer to the Children
Children, oh children,
I am praying for you.
You are the ones who atone for my sins.
I beg you to do penance for my sins,
and also for those of my forebears I could not atone,
with your laughter,
and your joy and happiness
and pride of having become a true person.
Before you lies a splendid flower garden,
Go there quietly,
by leaping over me.
into the peacefulness beyond.
That place I could not reach,
the faint shadow of which I even lost sight of at times,
I beg you to atone for that. 21

19

Expanding Galaxy later merged with New Village to form the journal Human Life (Ningenseikatsu 人間生活),
see Susumu Odagiri, Nihon kindai bungaku daijiten: dai go kan [Encyclopedia of modern Japanese literature:
volume 5] (Tokyo: Kōdansha, 1977), 221-222. When Arishima committed love suicide in 1923, Zhou wrote a
compassionate obituary in which he paid tribute to Arishima’s work as writer and editor.

20

Hō Kisei 方紀生, Shū Sakujin sensei no koto 周作人先生のこと [On the Honorable Zhou Zuoren] (Tokyo:
Kōfukan, 1944), 15.

21

The Japanese original reads as follows: 子供への祈り／子供よ、子供よ、／お前達に私は祈ります。／お
前達は私の贖罪者です。／私の罪を贖つてくれたまへ、／そして私の贖へなかった先人の罪をも、／
お前達の笑をもつて、／お前達の喜びと幸福と／本當の人に成れた誇りをもつて。／お前達の前には
美しい花園がある、／あちらへ静かにお行きなさい、／私を飛び越して。／そして私があすこへ行けな
かつた／またやゝもすれば其の微かな影をも見失つた／其の罪を贖ってくれたまへ。
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Arishima was not only chief editor of the Shirakaba journals, but also an important novelist.
In 1918, Zhou had translated a short novel by Arishima called To a Little One (Chisaki mono
e 小さき者へ) that had appeared in New Youth later that year. Arishima, who had studied at
Haverford and Harvard, was drawn to ideals of Christian love, socialism and pacifism, and U
Yōmei has argued that Arishima’s influence is clearly visible both in Zhou Zuoren’s poetry – most
obviously the above quoted “Prayer to the Children” – as well as in Lu Xun’s 魯迅 (1881-1936)
novella Diary of a Madman (Kuangren Riji 狂人日記) from 1918, which famously ends with the
line “[s]ave the children!” (“救救孩子！”)22 All three, U writes, deal in their own artistic way

with the humanist’s hope for the children of today to attain a brighter future tomorrow.23 What is
noteworthy about “Prayer to the Children” is that Zhou seemed equally – or maybe even more – at
ease at writing vernacular poems in Japanese than writing them in Chinese. Raymond Williams
has discussed the importance of linguistic migration on the formation of modern and modernist
artistic expressions in early twentieth century Europe. Describing avant-garde artists’ migration
to metropolitan centers such as Paris or Vienna during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, he writes that “liberated or breaking from their national or provincial cultures, placed
in quite new relations to those other native languages […], the artists and writers and thinkers
of this phase found the only community available to them: A community of the medium, of
their own practices.”24 It seems that for Zhou, both writing in his second language as well as

translating from Japanese into baihua might have had a similarly liberating effect. Through the
act of translation, language became more evident as a linguistic medium that could be shaped
and reshaped than the social customs the activists of the New Culture Movement tried to attack
through their writings.
How deeply involved Zhou Zuoren remained with the modern Japanese poetry scene in
those years and how important its reception and appreciation in China was to him becomes
evident when Zhou’s translation activity is placed into the larger context of the early years of
the Chinese New Culture Movement. Over the next few years, following the outbreak of the
May Fourth Movement, Zhou continually translated modern Japanese poetry into the new
Chinese vernacular and wrote essays to introduce these works to Chinese readers. Most of these
translations and essays appeared in the progressive journals New Youth, The Short Story Monthly
(Xiaoshuo yuebao 小說月報, 1910-1932) or the short-lived Poetry Monthly (Shi yuekan 詩月刊,
1922-1923).25
22

Lu Xun 魯迅, The Real Story of Ah-Q and Other Tales of China: The Complete Fiction of Lu Xun, trans. Julia
Lovell (London: Penguin, 2009), 31.
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U Yōmei, Shū Sakujin to nihon kindai bungaku 周作人と日本近代文学 [Zhou Zuoren and Modern Japanese
Literature] (Tokyo: Kanrin shohō, 2001), 37.

24
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Raymond Williams, The Politics of Modernism (London: Verso, 1989), 45.
Established in January 1922 by Ye Shengtao 葉聖陶 (1894-1988), Liu Yanling 劉延陵 (1894-1988), and Zhu
Ziqing 朱自清 (1898-1948), Poetry Monthly only ran for a total of 7 issues, ceasing publication in May of the
following year. Despite its short print run, Poetry Monthly published a total of close to 500 modern poems of
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The first of these translations were two free verse poems by Kagawa Toyohiko 賀川豊彦,
published in New Life (Xin shenghuo 新生活) in March 1920. Kagawa was a Christian pacifist,
social worker, and labor activist, and his creative work was characterized by depictions of social
inequality and exploitation, but also by compassion and hope: “A Spring Night” (“Shunya” 春
夜), the first of the two poems translated by Zhou, laments the exploitation of two young singsong girls, while in “Penniless” (“Muichimon” 無一文), the second poem, a first-person narrator
who has fallen on hard times bemoans that he cannot help the starving children around him.26 In

June of the same year, Zhou published his translation of a free verse poem by Ishikawa Takuboku
石川啄木 in Chenbao 晨報. Although Takuboku’s fame today rests primarily on his personal
and unconventional tanka (to be discussed below), he did play an important founder role in the
development of the free verse poetry.27 While not a member of the Shirakaba group, Takuboku
had also become interested in Kropotkin’s anarchism and socialist thought in general, which was
reflected in many of his shintaishi, or kōgojiyūshi 口語自由詩 (free verse in the vernacular).
“After an Endless Argument” (“Hateshinaki giron no ato” 果てしなき議論の後), the poem
translated by Zhou, makes reference to the nineteenth century Narodniks movement in Russia
led by students rallying solidarity for the exploited serfs. Takuboku wrote this poem after the
so-called 1910 High Treason Incident, an alleged left-wing plot to kill the Emperor, expressing
sympathy for those executed by the authorities.28
different form and content by nearly100 different poets, as well as translations of foreign poems, theory and
criticism. Shang Jinlin 商金林, “Ye Shengtao yu woguo diyige xinshi ganwu ‘shi’ yuekan” 葉聖陶與我國
第一個新詩刊物《詩》月刊 [“Ye Shengtao and China’s First New Poetry Journal Poetry Monthly], Beijing
daxue xuebao (zhexue shehuikexue ban) 北京大學學報 (哲學社會科學部) 6 (1994): 100-107. Zhou Zuoren
was among the most frequent contributors to Poetry Monthly, along with Yu Pingbo 俞平伯 (1900-1990),
Zheng Zhenduo 鄭振鐸 (1898-1958), Xu Yunuo 徐玉諾 (1894-1958), and Guo Shaoyu 郭紹虞 (1893-1984).
These eight poets together also authored the first anthology of modern Chinese poetry, Xuezhao 雪朝 (A
Snowy Morning), that appeared in Shanghai in 1922.
26

Kagawa Toyohiko, “Tubaifen de dahan” 塗白粉的大漢 [“Spring Night”] & “Meiyouqian de shihou” 沒有
錢的時候 [“Penniless”], trans. Zhou Zuoren, Xin shenghuo 新生活 [New Life] 29 (1920): 12-13. Kagawa’s
Christian humanitarianism and social activism did not go unnoticed in the US, and both poems are also included
in a 1935 anthology of poems by Kagawa entitled Songs from the Slums, trans. Lois J. Erickson (Nashville:
Cokesbury Press, 1935). The first verse of Erickson’s translation of the latter poem reads “Penniless…/ A
while/ Without food/ I can live;/ But it breaks my heart/ To know/ I cannot give. Ibid, 70. (沒有錢的時候，
可是冷靜呵。／雖不是因為沒有吃的東西，／但是因為沒有給的東西。) Zhou’s translations into baihua
seem to be taken from a 1919 anthology of Kagawa’s poems entitled Namida no nitōbun 涙の二等分 [The Two
Halves of a Tear] (Tokyo: Fukunaga shoten, 1919) 39 & 46.

27
28

Donald Keene, Dawn to the West, 43.
The first stanza of “After an Endless Argument” reads: “We read quite a lot and dispute what we read,/ our
fiery eyes flashing like the eyes of the youth in ‘Russia’/ fifty years ago./We discuss a plan of action/ but no
one pounds the table with his fist/ and shouts ‘V Narod!’ [to the people!]” (無結果的議論之後／我們的且
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The sense of solidarity prevalent in Takuboku’s poem might have inspired Zhou to
compose his own free verse poem entitled “The Strike of the Workers’ Alliance of a Tokyo
Artillery Factory” (“Dongjing paobing gongchang tongmeng bagong” 東京炮兵工廠同盟罷
工). Throughout 1918, Japan experienced a series of riots and labor unrests that were triggered
by sever inflation and rice shortages and that eventually caused the cabinet to resign.29 Zhou

in his poem expresses admiration for and solidarity with the Japanese labor movement, which
he might have seen as a harbinger of the nation-wide mass protests that had been triggered in
Beijing on May Fourth the previous year. It seems that only by proxy of Kagawa’s and Takuboku’s
poems was Zhou able to formulate the kind of decisiveness most Chinese critics felt was missing
from May Fourth intellectuals’ actions in the early years of the New Culture Movement. While
Zhou Zuoren would eventually grow estranged from the radicalism of Chen Duxiu and weary of
revolution, Zhou’s “The Strike of the Workers’ Alliance of a Tokyo Artillery Factory” certainly
did not reflect the kind of “bourgeois intellectuals’ fears […] and half-hearted dedication to the
cause of revolution” that Chinese critics have usually read into Zhou’s “Rivulet”.30 At the same

time, his translations might have inspired his younger disciples whose works appeared along
those of Zhou in the afore mentioned anthology A Snowy Morning to address similar topics
through a similar poetic language: Ye Shengtao’s free-verse poem “Sunhai” 損害 (“Hurt”), for
example, starts out with the description of the cheerful meeting of idealistic students, but ends
with a hint at the violent suppression of student protests that frequently swept Beijing in the
months following the May Fourth Movement during those years.31 Guo Shaoyun’s short free
verse poem “Kuhou” 哭後 (“After Crying”), on the other hand, mirrors the kind of compassion
toward society’s downtrodden also seen in Kagawa’s free verse.32
In October of the same year, Zhou published translations of two more prominent figures
of the Japanese new poetry movement in Chenbao. This time, Zhou chose poems by Ikuta
Shungetsu 生田春月 (1892-1930), the poet, critic, and translator of German poetry, Heinrich
Heine (1797-1856) in particular, and by Yosano Akiko, the wife of Yosano Tekkan and a well
known tanka and free verse poetess in her own right. Ikuta Shungetsu’s Anthology of Modern
Japanese Poetry (Nihon kindai meishi shū 日本近代名詩集) frequently guided Zhou Zuoren’s
choice of translations of contemporary Japanese poetry in those years, but this was the first

讀書且議論，／我們的眼睛的輝耀，／不亞于五十年前的俄國的青年。／我們議論應該做的什麼事。
／但是沒有一個人用拳擊桌，／呌道「到民間去！」), in The Singing Heart: An Anthology of Japanese
Poems 1900-1960, trans. William Elliott and Nishihara Katsumasa, ed. Yomamoto Kenkichi (Honolulu: The
University of Hawai’i Press, 2001), 107.
29

Andrew Gordon, A Modern History of Japan; From Tokugawa Times to the Present (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2003), 131-137.

30

Michel Hockx, A Snowy Morning, 41.

31

Reprinted in Hockx, A Snowy Morning, 83-84, 227.

32

Ibid, 165, 249.
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time Zhou chose to translate Ikuta’s own creative work.33 The poem that Zhou translated, “A
Small Tragedy” 小悲劇 (“Chīsaki higeki” 小さき悲劇),34 describes how a violet growing in
an open field is picked by a coarse hand, and how it subsequently withers away. The last line
reads: “Repeated thousands of time, this is the tragedy that befalls women.”35 The gender issue
introduced in the last line of the poem might explain why Zhou decided to place Ikuta’s poem next
to a modern tanka by Yosano Akiko. By means of her defiant poetry and prose, Yosano Akiko
had frequently voiced her assertion for love and emotions and her discontent with feudal morality.
In 1918, Zhou had already translated an essay of hers entitled “On Chastity” (“Tēsōron” 貞操
論). Promotion of women’s liberation was an important subject of the New Culture Movement,
and Zhou’s translation of “On Chastity” had appeared in New Youth that year. Yosano Akiko’s
“Weeds” (“Zassō” 雑草), the poem that appeared next to Ikuta’s “A Small Tragedy,” was likewise
concerned with women’s position in society, but was hopeful and encouraging: Pitiful on the one
hand because frequently trampled on, the weeds in the poem also are “the noble ones, in rainy
days and in the sunny days, they smile, greening” (野草真可尊呵，／不論雨天晴天，總微笑
著，／青青的生者。).36
But Zhou’s interest in Ikuta Shungetsu went far beyond his work as a poet. In one of his
regular book shipments from Tokyo, Zhou had received in late 1918 a copy of Ikuta’s Methods
for the Making of Modern Poetry (Atarashiki shi no tsukurikata 新しき詩の作り方). Ikuta had
conceived of the work as a primer for writing modern verse, and used his own poems, such as
“A Small Tragedy,” as examples. He complemented his poems with short paragraphs in which he
described the emotions felt when composing the poems, interpreted their meaning, and explained
the methods or forms used in the composition. Zhou included the annotations provided by Ikuta
next to the translation of “A Small Tragedy” in Chenbao, which makes reference to Guy de
Maupassant’s 莫泊桑 (1850-1893) Une Vie 她的一生 (1883) for its similar topic matter and to a
tanka on a similar topic by an unnamed women poet in which she compares her fate to that of a
nameless flower.37 Zhou’s enthusiasm for Ikuta Shungetsu’s Methods for the Making of Modern
33

Much of Ikuta Shungetsu’s poetry and fiction was later translated into Chinese by Xie Liuyi 謝六逸 (18981945), who studied at Waseda University around the time of the May Fourth Movement and who also wrote
a long obituary after Ikuta’s sudden death in 1930. Xie, a member of the Literary Research Society (Wenxue
yanjiu hui 文學研究會), translated numerous Japanese writers and became one of the foremost authorities on
Japanese literature, see Shih Shu-mei, The Lure of the Modern: Writing Modernism in Semi-Colonial China,
1917-1937 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001), 250. Zhou however was the first to introduce Ikuta
Shungetsu’s poems to a Chinese readership.

34

Zhou Zuoren, trans. “Xiao beiju” 小悲劇 [“A Small Tragedy”], Chenbao 晨報, October 6, 1920.

35

U Yōmei, Shū Sakujin to nihon kindai bungaku, 159.

36

English translation quoted from Dennitza Gabrakova, “‘Subterranean Fires’ and the ‘Weeds’ of Asian
Modernity in Lu Xun, Yosano Akiko, and Oba Minaki.” The International Fiction Review 34 (2007): 128. For
Zhou’s Chinese translation, see Zhou Zuoren, trans. “Yecao” 野草 [“Weeds”], Chenbao, October 6, 1920.

37

Zhou Zuoren, trans. “Xiao beiju” 小悲劇 [“A Small Tragedy”], Chenbao, October 6, 1920.
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Poetry mirrors his earlier advocacy of Tsubouchi Shōyō’s 坪内逍遥 (1859-1935) The Essence
of the Novel (Shōsetsu shinzui 小説神髄). Written in 1885 and attributed a considerable impact
on the development of modern Japanese literature, Tsubouchi in this work expressed his disgust
with the state of Japanese literature in his day, calling instead for a new and distinctively modern
Japanese literature.38 In his lecture on the development of Japanese fiction of the preceding thirty

years delivered at Beida in April 1918, Zhou had praised Tsubouchi’s call to arms and concluded
his lecture by proclaiming that “[w]hat we are missing most at this very moment is a book that
tells us what fiction is all about, a book like the Essence of Fiction.” (目下所缺第一切要的書，
就是一部講小說是什麽東西的《小說神髓》). 39
Ching-mao Cheng has argued that the point of the lecture on Japanese fiction was to show
what the Chinese could learn from the successful example of the Japanese, especially of their
creative imitation of foreign influences.40 Ikuta Shungetsu’s Methods for the Making of Modern
Poetry might have carried a similar promise for Zhou, namely how to formulate a modern
Chinese poetic voice that was both new and original, yet that refrained from simply imitating
foreign examples and that remained, where possible, grounded in its own tradition. Zhou’s belief
that much could be gained from observing the development of Japanese verse is evident from
an essay entitled the “The Poetry of Japan” (“Riben de shige” 日本的詩歌) that was published
in May of 1921 in The Short Story Monthly.41 Similar to his lecture on Japanese fiction, Zhou

provides a brief historic overview of Japanese verse, from the Kojiki 古事記 of the eighth century
to the poetry in free verse of the present, and explains the different verse forms and conventions
used over time. He also elaborates on the differences between Chinese and Japanese poesy, which
he sees mainly in the ambiguity and multi-syllabic nature of kana and the existence of multiple
Japanese readings of Chinese characters.
The main part of “The Poetry of Japan,” however, is dedicated to the rejuvenation of tanka,
haiku, and senryū (short satiric verses structurally similar to haiku) since the Meiji era, and a
short overview of its main practitioners. Emphasizing the role of reformers Masaoka Shiki and
Ochiai Naobumi, Zhou seems particularly fascinated by their ability to reform a traditional genre
in a way so that it remains relevant in the present. Distinguishing between “new school” (xinpai
新派) and “old school” (jiupai 舊派) practitioners, Zhou states that there is no difference in form
– both compose tanka consisting of thirty-one syllables and haiku consisting of seventeen. Yet
“[a]s for the distinguishing feature of the new school,” Zhou writes first with regard to new tanka,
38

Donald Keene argues that despite his harsh criticism, Tsubouchi was also proud of the traditions of Japanese
fiction and above all called for the improvement of existing Japanese literature. His essay, Keene further argues,
resulted in the elevation of fiction and fiction writing to a social esteem it previously had never achieved.
Tsubouchi’s endorsement of realist fiction also influenced Masaoka Shiki’s ideas about realism in haiku, see
Donald Keene, Dawn to the West, 96-106.

39

ZZRWLB, 248.

40

See Cheng Ching-mao, “The Impact of Japanese Literary Trends on Modern Chinese Writers,” 70.

41

ZZRWLB, 249-262.
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“it is the emphasis on true feeling (shigan 實感) over mastery of prosody.” (新派的特色，是在
注重實感，不偏重技巧這一件事).42 Quoting Yosano Akiko, Zhou lists the five characteristics

of shigan as authenticity (zhenshi 真實), exceptionality (teshu 特殊), freshness (qingxin 清新),
refinement (youya 幽雅), and beauty (mei 美), before providing examples of new new-style tanka
by Yosano Akiko and Yosano Tekkan, as well as a number of haiku by Masaoka Shiki.43
What is particularly noteworthy here is that Zhou emphasizes how modern Japanese poets
were able to reform a traditional genre and express modern subjectivity through a genre that
remained essentially rooted in traditional Japanese poetic practices. In the wake of the iconoclasm
of the May Fourth Movement, Zhou’s reluctance to accept Chinese traditional cultural practices
as inferior had become a major point of disagreement with Hu Shi and Chen Duxiu. Observing
what he understood to be Japanese poets’ successful modernization of traditional literary forms
must have filled Zhou with hope that the same could be achieved in China. In the closing lines
of “The Poetry of Japan,” Zhou applauds the way poets like Yosano 21 make use of both free
and regulated verse forms, and that he sees this broad and progressive attitude toward poetry as
a most suitable approach.44
That he wished for China’s new poetry movement to learn from this multifarious approach
becomes clear when his essay is read against an anthology of translations of new Japanese poetry
that he published in New Youth in August 1921. Combining a total of thirty examples of free
verse as well as haiku and tanka by thirteen different modern Japanese poets, Zhou states in the
introduction to the translations that the choice of poets and poems is somewhat random. Some
of the works had been published before, like Takuboku’s “After an Endless Argument,” Ikuta
Shungetsu’s “A Small Tragedy,” or Yosano Akiko’s “Weeds,” but Zhou also included a number
of newly translated works. These included five more of Takuboku’s politically inclined free verse
poems, short verse by Mushanokōji Saneatsu, free verse poetry by Senge Motomaro 千家元麻
呂 (1888-1948), a minor shintaishi poet of the Shirakaba group, as well as a children verse by
Kitahara Hakushū. Kitahara Hakushū had been invited by Yosano Tekkan to join his Shinshi sha
42

ZZRWLB, 254.

43

Ibid, 254-259.
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Zhou’s approach to poetry in those years was as broadminded and undogmatic as his approach to culture and
politics in general. While his views regarding Chinese culture might have temporarily put him at odds with Hu
Shi, his views regarding politics were to cause a lasting rift with Chen Duxiu. This rift became openly apparent
when Zhou voiced his opposition to the 1922 anti-religion movement in Beijing of which Chen had become
the main spokesman. Zhou’s desire to protect the individual’s rights of religious freedom was consistent with
his views of the role of literature and the freedom of the individual as articulated in “In My Own Garden.”
Incidentally, it was the importance of the individual, the love of beauty, and the openmindedness toward
aesthetic influences from the past or from abroad that had drawn him to the ideology of the Shirakaba group or
the poets of the Shinshi sha, Yosano Tekkan, Yosano Akiko and Takuboku in particular. For the anti-religion
movement, see Qian Liqun 錢理群, Zhou zuo ren zhuan 周作人傳 [Biography of Zhou Zuoren] (Beijing:
Beijing wenyi chubans 北京文藝出版社, 2001), 265-272.
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and frequently had published his modern tanka in the group’s journal Myōjō and its successor
Subaru. One of Kitahara Hakushū’s tanka was also included in Zhou’s anthology, along with
three tanka by Horiguchi Daigaku 堀口大学 (1892-1981), another Shinshi sha member.45 While

the anthology reflects Zhou’s open-mindedness toward a multitude of poetic voices, his growing
preference for modern tanka is unmistakable.
Given his aesthetic reorientation following the publication of “In My Own Garden,” Zhou’s
fascination with the tanka of the poets of the Shinshi sha is hardly surprising. While Zhou had
been one of the first Chinese poets to seriously experiment with free verse, he increasingly came
to believe that China – like Japan – could also modernize its own poetic traditions and could
draw inspiration from its poetic legacy. As noted above, Zhou Zuoren had become a driving
force behind the New Culture Movement upon joining the faculty of Beida in 1917, yet his
disagreement with some figures in the movement over the pervasive premise of the worthlessness
of traditional Chinese culture increasingly put him at odds with some of his former companions.
His more nuanced stance regarding this question is also apparent in his writings on poetry. While,
on the one hand, he lamented the sad state of modern Chinese poetry in an essay entitled “On
New Poetry” (“Xinshi” 新詩) written in 1920,46 he defended himself, on the other hand, against

charges that he had “forbidden” the writing of classical verse in an essay entitled “Composing
Classical Poems” (“Zuo jiushi” 做舊詩) that appeared in Chenbao in 1922. What he had meant,
he writes in “Composing Classical Poems”, was that since writing classical verse is an extremely
difficult task, it might hinder one from expressing oneself freely, which does not mean that it
cannot be done.47 What he admired in the haiku and tanka of Yosano Tekkan, Yosano Akiko or
Takuboku was their ability to infuse a traditional genre with a new life. The way he saw it, these
poets were not stuck in or inhibited by their adherence to tradition, something he feared would
invariably occur if Chinese writers continued to compose or translate poetry in the classical
style and diction. Instead, their modern haiku and tanka expressed a modern subjectivity, were
expressions of real life, employed colloquial speech, and at times even broke with conventions of
style.48
45

Zhou Zuoren, trans. “Zayi Riben shi sanshi shou” 雜譯日本詩三十首 [“Thirty Japanese Poems Translated at

46

In “On New Poetry,” he writes that “[a]s for new poetry scene today, it is extremely depressing. There are a few

Random”], Xin qingnian 新青年 [New Youth] 9.4 (1921): 29-39.
old poets who barely make a sound, just like crickets in late fall […]. And as for new poets, none of them can
be seen entering the scene.” (現在的新詩壇，真可以說消沉極了。幾個老詩人不知怎的都像晚秋的蟬一
樣，不大作聲 [……] 新進詩人，也不見得有人出來), see Zhou Zuoren, “Xinshi” 新詩 [“On New Poetry”],
in Zhou Zuoren shi quanbian jianzhu 周作人詩全編箋注 [Zhou Zuoren’s Complete Annotated Poems], ed.
Wang Zhongsan 王仲三 (Shanghai 上海: Xuelin chubanshe 學林出版社), 427.
47
48

Zhou Zuoren, “Zuo jiushi” 做舊詩 [“On New Poetry”], in Zhou Zuoren shi quanbian jianzhu, 426-427.
Zhou’s views regarding the modern Japanese tanka quite accurately reflect the Shinshi sha’s own conception of
their aesthetics. First announced in the sixth issue of Myōjō, the group’s rules stated:“ (1) We believe it is an
innate faculty to enjoy the beauty of poetry. Our poetry is therefore our pleasure. We consider it shameful to
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Much of 1921, Zhou Zuoren spent in seclusion after being diagnosed with pleurisy. During
his convalescence, Zhou continued his translation activities, and besides an extensive essay on
the haiku master Kobayashi Issa 小林一茶 (1763-1827), he completed an essay on Takuboku,
who had died from the same disease Zhou was now suffering from nine years earlier. Zhou had
grown increasingly fond of Takuboku’s verse, and he complemented his essay with a total of
twenty-one translations of tanka from Takuboku’s collections A Handful of Sand (Ichiaku no
suna 一握の砂) and Sad Toys (Kanashiki gangu 悲しき玩具), all of which appeared for the first
time in Chinese translation.49 In his essay, which appeared in Poetry Monthly in May 1922, Zhou

calls Takuboku’s tanka “his most outstanding writings.” (最有價值的還要算是他的短歌) He
further calls them “poems of life” because “the content emphasizes the expression of real life
and does away with restrictive examples of the past, whereas the form is revolutionary in that it
employs colloquial language and breaks the line restrictions, something new poets all too often
dare not do.” (他的歌是所謂的生活之歌，不但是內容上注重生活的表現，脫去舊例的束
縛，便是在形式上也起了革命，運用俗語，改變行款，都是平常的新歌人所不敢做的).50
Did Zhou’s essays on and his translations of modern Japanese haiku and tanka of that
period have a discernible impact on modern Chinese poetry? U Yōmei thinks that in particular
Zhou’s translations of Takuboku’s tanka had an inspiring impact on a younger generation of
poets, such as He Zhisan 何植三 (1899-1977) or Zhu Ziqing, who soon began to experiment
with the so-called short lyric (xiaoshi 小詩).51 In fact, Zhu Ziqing, in an essay published in
compose poetry for the sake of an empty name. (2) We love the poetry of our predecessors, but we cannot stoop
to spade the fields that they have already cultivated. […] [T] hey are new poems […] that stem from the lineage
of the Manyōshū and Kokinshū.” Quoted in Donald Keene, Dawn to the West, 20-21.
49

“Suddenly the urge to ride on a railway, but after getting off, there is no destination” (忽然的想坐火車了，／
下了火車，／卻是沒有去處。) is an example from the former, while “That bundle of letters from my wife,
eight years ago, keep wondering where I put it!” (八年前／現在的我的妻的信朿，／藏在那里，覺得挂
念了。) is an example from the latter. Takuboku, Romaji Diary and Sad Toys, trans. Sanford Goldstein and
Seishi Shinoda (Tokyo: Tuttle Publishing, 1985), 160. For the Chinese, see Zhou Zuoren, “Shichuan Zhuomu
de duange” 石川啄木的短歌 [“The Tanka of Ishikawa Takuboku”], Shi yuekan 詩月刊 [Poetry Monthly] 1.5
(1922): 35-45.

50

Ibid, 35.

51

U Yōmei, Shū Sakujin to nihon kindai bungaku, 62-64. Michelle Yeh rendered the term xiaoshi (小詩) as ‘short
lyric,’ see “The Short Lyric in Modern Chinese Poetry,” Tamkang Review 19 (1988): 853-873. The Chinese
short lyric as a verse form aims above all for verbal economy, and although the haiku and tanka are frequently
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1922 in Poetry Monthly entitled “On Short Verse and Long Verse” (“Duanshi yu changshi” 短
詩與長詩), refers to Zhou’s haiku and tanka translations as the earliest and most important
influence on Chinese short verse of the period.52 The short lyric did experience a real boom in

China in the early 1920s, with poets such as Bing Xin 冰心 (1900-1999), Zheng Zhenduo, Xu
Yunuo or Guo Shaoyu all publishing a great number of them in various journals and newspapers.
In the May 1922 issue of Poetry Monthly, He Zhisan published a poem cycle entitled “Sighs
of a Schoolteacher” (“Xiaoxue jiaoshou de tanxi” 小學教師的歎息), consisting of a series of
seven tercets that largely resembled in length, form and language Zhou’s tanka renderings.53
In addition to carrying short poems by Zheng Zhenduo and Xu Yunnuo, the same issue also
included short poems by a number of lesser-known poets, such as a short poem cycle simply titled
“Short Poem” (“Xiaoshi” 小詩) by Shi Zhang 施章 and the cycle “Untitled” (“Wuti” 無題) by
Zhang Shiyi 張拾遺.54 Chen Sibao’s 陳斯白 (1899-1980) poem cycle, published in the same
issue, consisted of a highly personal chronicle of the mental anguish experienced by Chen during
a period of neurasthenia. Employing symbolist and expressionist language and consisting mostly
of unregulated tercets and quatrains, Chen’s poem similarly exhibits a certain resemblance to the
Chinese renderings of Takubo’s tanka. In a short prolog Chen explains why he feels that only the
immediacy of short free verse in the vernacular is suited to express subjective emotions and why
classical regulated verse with its strict adherence to rhyme patterns and line length invariably
stifles poetic expression. “When writing poetry,” he states, “I feel that everything depends on
inspiration. One needs to write whatever one feels, even if it is only one sentence. One single
sentence can also constitute a fine poem (我以為寫詩全憑靈感；感到那裏，就寫到那裏；那
怕只有一句，就寫一句；一句也可以成好詩的).55
One of the small poem’s most enthusiastic practitioners, however, was Zheng Zhenduo. His
poem cycle “Listless” (“Changwang” 悵惘) consisting of twenty short poems was included in
A Snowy Morning. It not only displayed resemblance to Takoboku’s tanka as translated by Zhou
in length and form, but also in its juxtaposition of concrete and abstract images, exploration of
highly subjective emotions, and innovative use of the vernacular: “1. Already on the bus/ Still not
knowing where to go./ 2) Listening to some friend telling love stories,/ Feeling frustrated and sad
52
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平世界；／纖草用伊的微力來保持安寧，／最後伊還是得著安寧了。). Ibid, 40. The quatrain of Zhang
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for no reason./ 3) An empty heart is like a spider’s web floating in the wind,/ Desperate to stick to
something. (一：已上了電車／還不知要到什麼地方去。／二：聽了什麼友人戀愛的故事，
／卻無端惘然的感傷了／三：空虛的心如漂浮在風中的蛛絲，／熱望著要粘著什麼。).56
Michel Hockx has suggested that the shape of the short lyric needs to be understood as
a complex blend of preference for conciseness, influence from Japanese haiku, the poetry of
Rabindranath Tagore 泰戈爾 (1861-1941) and American imagism, along with an age-old Chinese
tradition of the relatively short verse.57 However, had it not been for Zhou Zuoren’s enthusiastic
promotion of Japanese short verse through his essays and translations, the genre might not have
flourished in the way it did. As a veteran of the New Culture Movement and an educator at
China’s foremost university, Zhou Zuoren naturally had a huge impact on this new generation of
poets, many of whom were his students. American imagism, which Hockx quotes as an influence
on the Chinese short lyric, is, of course, in itself inseparable from Japanese haiku and classical
Chinese poetry, especially as embodied by the verse of Ezra Pound. Pound was fascinated by
the verbal economy and implicitness he found first in translations of Japanese haiku and, more
importantly, Tang poetry.58 Robert Kern has argued that Pound saw in East Asian verse when
he encountered it through Ernest Fenollosa’s (1853-1908) translations the expression of a natural
language for poetry, one in which words were stripped of their associations in order to arrive at
their exact meanings.59 Pound, it seems, was similarly frustrated with the stiltedness of Victorian
English diction and rhythm as the New Culturists were with the archaism of classical Chinese.
It hardly surprises, then, that Zhou’s very first attempts at writing in the new vernacular
mirrors Pound’s philological labors during the making of his famous The Cantos. Pound, in an
effort to construe a passage by the seventh-century B.C. Greek poet Stesichorus for incorporation
into a canto, engages in what Kern calls “creative reading,” an Emmersonian practice whereby
reading is not a passive activity, but a highly personal and imaginative act.60 Zhou Zuoren in
his first ever published work in the new vernacular, the afore mentioned translation of the Tenth
Idyll of Theocritus, similarly had felt that in translating ancient Greek, only the new vernacular
could do sufficient justice to the original. Explaining what he means by “natural” or “free” verse
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(ziyou shi 自由詩), he writes that “one cannot rely on five or seven characters [the length of a
line of traditional regulated verse], and there is no need for adherence to [traditional] rhyme
patterns. Instead, the length of a line should be dictated by one’s breathing.” (口語作詩，不能用
五七言，也不必定要押韻；止要照呼吸的長短作句便好).61 For Zhou, translating a foreign

poem into the new vernacular offered the same liberating effect that Pound felt when he freed
himself of Victorian conventions. At the same time, Zhou, as we saw before, was not wholly
averse to China’s literary legacy or even classical Chinese per se, but feared that reliance on
classical Chinese would inhibit a natural flow of thought. Zhou’s hopes for the new vernacular
were spurred from the beginning by the wish to overcome the obscurity of classical Chinese that
he thought hindered understanding and fostered unnatural thinking.62 Zhou seems to have found
in Japanese haiku and tanka, especially those of its modern masters such as Yosano Tekkan,
Yosano Akiko, or Takuboku, the same directness, vividness, and yet rootedness in a poetic past
that Pound had found in Fenollosa’s renderings of Li Bai 李白 (701-762).
This is not to say that all that Zhou saw in modern Japanese verse was necessarily there
to start with. In fact, the expression of modernity that Zhou found in modern Japanese short
verse might have been less striking to a Japanese reader to whom the modern haiku or tanka
were less expressions of a new zeitgeist than the continuation or reinterpretation of a poetic
tradition in the present. However, even if Zhou’s appreciation of Japanese verse is to some degree
based on a misreading or over-interpretation, it is hardly any less relevant. Chen Xiaomei has
convincingly argued that, in the case of Ezra Pound’s “misreading” of traditional Chinese poetry,
it may “nevertheless be considered as exceedingly fruitful and constructive within its own
cultural dynamics.”63 Instead of thinking of it as a “misreading,” one might also think of Zhou’s

interpretation of the modern Japanese short lyric as an example of what Lydia Liu has famously
termed “translingual practice,” a process by which meaning is expanded through the assumption
that translation is complementarity: Something new is added in the process of linguistic transfer
of words or concepts – or poetics form and meaning, one might hasten to add.64 Zhou’s advocacy
of the short verse acquires legitimacy in the host language precisely because he did not wish for
the haiku and tanka to be simply copied (as mentioned before, Chinese translations almost by
necessity distorted the original meter and line break, which led to the conflation of haiku and
tanka into what the Chinese termed “short verse” or xiao shi 小詩). Instead, his translations
were imbued with a conduciveness to modernist aesthetics that he believed to have found in the
vividness, directness and modern subjectivity of the original.
While Zhou at the time might not have been aware of Pounds poetic experiments that drew
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inspiration from Japanese and Chinese verse, he certainly was aware of Western appreciation for
Japanese poetic forms. In two of his essays – his first essay on haiku from 1917 and his lecture on
the development of Japanese poetry from 1921 – he quotes Lafcadio Hearn as speaking admiringly
of the poetic qualities of haiku. Hearn’s translations of Japanese haiku were widely read in Europe
and America during the first decades of the twentieth century, and had an impact on a number of
modernist poets, such as Wallace Stevens (1879-1995) or William Carlos Williams (1883-1963).65
Furthermore, in an article published in Poetry Monthly in March 1922, Zhou introduced the
French haiku movement of the early twentieth century to the Chinese readership. Zhou had first
read about this movement in an essay by Yosano Tekkan the previous year, which described how
French poets had adopted this Japanese verse form to express their terrible experiences in World
War I. This Poésie sans explication was soon adopted by a number of French poets to express all
sorts of emotions, ranging from love and death to fulfillment in nature. Zhou complemented his
essay with twenty-three translations of haiku by twelve different French artists who experimented
with the haiku form. 66

Shu-mei Shih has argued that during the immediate post-May Fourth cultural formation
that negated May Fourth iconoclasm, Chinese neo-traditionalists’ agency derived from Western
confirmation that Chinese culture could claim to have entered the global. The confirmation
was bestowed by intellectuals as illustrious as Irving Babbitt, under whose tutelage several
neo-traditionalists had studied at Harvard, or by Pound’s espousal of ancient Chinese poetry
and his belief in its conduciveness to modernist aesthetics. This confirmation, however, was a
confirmation “with Orientalist strings attached.”67 The Japanese revitalization of the haiku and
tanka had occurred, however, on its own accord, long before Western ‘encouragement’ in the form
of a Nobel Prize to Tagore in 1913 or Western modernists’ espousal of East-Asian verse forms
had occurred. Zhou’s free verse poetry certainly received much of its influence from European
sources, albeit by proxy of the Japanese Shirakaba group or other Western-influenced poets, but
his fascination with the Japanese short verse cannot be explained by Hearn’s, Maublanc’s, or
Western modernist poets’ endorsement of the Japanese haiku. His advocacy of Japanese short
lyrics derived instead from his genuine appreciation that he had attained after carefully studying
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the development and trajectory of Japanese poesy.
In a lecture delivered at Tsinghua University 清華大學 in March 1923 entitled “The
Japanese Short Lyric” (“Riben de xiaoshi” 日本的小詩), Zhou shares his appreciation for
Japanese short lyric with his Chinese audience. Similar to his earlier essay on the development
of Japanese poetry, Zhou first provides a historic overview and a number of examples, but this
time he focuses exclusively on haiku. Zhou concludes by praising the modern haiku’s special
ability to express a certain emotion longer poems cannot capture. And while it is neither possible
nor desirable for China to imitate the Japanese haiku, Zhou states, “this verse form with all its
implicit connotations cramped into a line or two is appropriate as a kind of new poem.” (這多
含蓄的一兩行的詩形也足備新詩之一體).68 He then fends off claims by cultural chauvinists

that the haiku really is only a variant of Chinese pentasyllabic quatrains. What the new poetry
scene needs at this moment, he writes, is a short verse that can express particular emotions, and
if such kind of short lyric is able to do so, then “that is a good thing, and nothing else matters.”
(那便是好的，此外什麼都不成問題).69

But Zhou went even further in his attempts to legitimize the short lyric as a suitable verse
form for China. In an article in Chenbao from June 1923 entitled “Discussing Short Lyric” (“Lun
xiaoshi” 論小詩), Zhou discusses short prose forms in ancient Greek and modern Europe, India
(emphasis here is again on Tagore), ancient China, and, in particular, Japan. At the same time,
Zhou was careful not to get entangled in the “Orientalist strings” that Shih Shu-mei sees attached
to Western appreciation of East Asian traditions, and warns his Chinese audience of Western
Orientalism. “There is always an element of romanticism in Westerners’ views of the East, and
neither their slander nor their praise is particularly well-founded,” he writes in “Japan and China.”
“The East is viewed like some tropical plant, with disappointment or with satisfaction, but without
any clear comprehension. Even so famous a Westerner as Lafcadio Hearn is not totally innocent
of this error.” (西洋人看東洋總是有點浪漫的，他們的詆毀與讚歎都不甚可靠，這彷彿是
對於 一種熱帶植物的失望與 滿意，沒有什麼清白的理解，有名如小泉八雲也還不免有
點如此).70
That Westerners’ views of modernity in East Asia were not only tainted by Orientalism
and romanticism, as Zhou had observed in “Japan and China,” but to an equal degree by
Eurocentrism, becomes clear from an otherwise laudable anthology of modern Chinese poetry
in English translation edited by the writer Harold Acton (1904-1994). Acton resided in Beijing
from 1932 to 1939 and during this time, together with Ch’en Shih-hsiang 陳世驤 (1912-1971),
translated and anthologized the works of a number of modern Chinese poets. Published a year
after Zhou’s obituary of Yosano Tekkan, Acton’s and Ch’en’s choice of poets included not only
Zhou Zuoren himself, but also Fei Ming 廢名 (1901-1967), He Qifang 何其芳 (1912-1977), Xu
Zhimo 徐志摩 (1897-1931), Guo Moruo 郭沫若 (1892-1978), Yu Pingbo and a number of other
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contemporary poets. In his introduction, Acton attributes some importance as a vanguard of the
new poetry in China to Hu Shi, but he finds little praise for his poetic exploits.71 Both Acton in

his introduction and Fei Ming in a short essay following the introduction reiterate the importance
of traditional Chinese poetry and modern Western verse, especially of the romantic period, as
sources of inspiration for modern Chinese poets. They describe in detail how the adaptation of
Western poetic meters have benefited Chinese poetry, yet neither Acton nor Fei Ming make any
reference to the Japanese influence on the Chinese new poetry movement.72
The fact that modern Chinese poetry at the time inspired a European modernist of Acton’s
stature to embark on a translation project in itself is quite remarkable. Most other modernists,
Pound in particular, were interested only in pre-modern verse. Fortunately, Zhou’s pessimism
regarding the future of modern Chinese verse as expressed in “On New Poetry” proved unfounded.
Given the extreme eclecticism of the new Chinese poetry movement, it is of course impossible
to measure the degree to which Zhou’s translations of Japanese verse and his untiring efforts as
a cultural ambassador have contributed to its success. However, given Zhou’s importance as a
pivotal figure in the early New Culture Movement and his prominence as an educator, writer,
editor and translator, it was undoubtedly considerable. While there existed important differences
in the way modern Chinese and Japanese poets responded to the call for vernacularization and
a new poetic language and form, Zhou’s work as a translator and poet clearly shows that SinoJapanese cross-fertilization played an important role in the creation of a new Chinese poetry.
His role as a translator and occasional poet in Japanese empowered Zhou to employ the new
vernacular in highly original and inspiring ways, while his advocacy of the short Japanese lyric as
verse form suitable to express modern sensibilities clearly accelerated the acceptance of the short
lyric in China. As such, Zhou’s work provides a fascinating glimpse on the complexities with
which East Asian intellectuals found different, yet mutually inspiring answers to the question of
how best to embrace a new poetic language and form in the early part of the twentieth century.
Furthermore, Zhou’s writings on Japanese modern poetry pose an important challenge to a
perceived Western role in legitimizing East Asian forms as conducive to modernism. One can
only speculate how much farther this cultural exchange could have gone, had it not been for the
gradual estrangement of the two neighbors that culminated in the Pacific War and that brought an
end to one of the most fruitful intercultural relationships of the modern era. ※
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